Chinese and Western Combinations
Virgo (Rooster) Month
Combination with Rabbit Year:
"Study" Mercury, Earth, Mutable
"Withdraw" Yin-Negative Wood
Characteristics: Secretiveness, Hypochondria,
Pedantry,
Complexity,
Nit-Meticulousness,
Squeamishness, Tact, Lucidity, Dilettantism,
Discrimination, Service, Decorum, Crankiness,
Reserve, Picking,
Negativism, Snobbery,
Courtesy, Finesse, Practicality, Virtue, Longevity,
Prudence, Ambition

This combination likes to stay home and contemplate, read and stare out the window.
They are ever on their guard. There is a better than average probability that they will
spend their lives alone. This too, will be done without complaint and probably with
some degree of satisfaction. The Virgo-Rabbit tends to be a loner who strictly avoids
conflict of any kind. They are exceedingly careful. There is no whining or grumbling
from this combination. It is entirely possible that they will go through life completely
unnoticed. Communicating is not their forte either. Some things, gossip for example,
make them very uncomfortable. It is not that Virgo-Rabbits are prudes or do-gooders.
The way they are and the way they act is the essence of their being. They do not
necessarily judge people so much as wonder why they partake of some activities.
There are things to do that are more rewarding than wasting time chatting about
neighbors, coworkers or mutual friends. They like to undertake projects, perhaps
around the home, but they would rather do this on their own. Hobnobbing with others
is stupendously boring to them and they abhor it. It is a total waste of time.
Romance: Since the Virgo-Rabbit is neither crazy nor foolish deep down in their
being, they come to their senses at about the age of 30. What their senses tell them is
to remove themselves from the carnival and go home; wherever that might be. This
period might become the missing years of their life. People at reunions may ask what
happened to them and no one knows. They do eventually turn up and where they
have been can be a surprise. They might, for example, have worked their way up in
the State Department and been the Deputy Ambassador to Monaco. What they surely
have become is a caring and giving person; a person who pulls for the underdog and
helps the less fortunate. There will probably be an odd history in the story of the VirgoRabbit’s romantic life. In their early years they might be quite crazy; participating in
any number of escapades and romantic adventures. They will find partners who
support their craziness and more than likely make a huge number of errors.

Relationships: Not on this combination’s list for compatibility are Gemini, Sagittarius
or Pisces-Roosters. Totally out of bounds are Gemini and Sagittarius-Rats, as are
Pisces-Dragons. Taurus, Cancer, Scorpio and Capricorn-Boars are premium choices
in the love category. They will make this combination quite happy. Also good are
Taurus, Scorpio and Capricorn-Rams and Dogs. Also a fine pick is Taurus-Rabbit.
Family Life: For some reason, subtle colors appeal to the Virgo-Rabbit with gold
being the exception. There is a traditional feeling to their home. As parents, they are
responsible. They place a priority on the intellectual so time with the children could
mean classical music concerts and plays rather than heavy metal or hip-hop venues.
Given this combination’s need for security, that aspect will be important in their home.
That means assorted alarms and locks. Besides this, the furniture is nicely chosen
and has some class. There will probably be art and antiques of some sort.
Likelihood: This combination does work and work very hard. There is a high
probability of achieving at least a secure retirement. Virgo-Rabbits are fine financial
planners and this probably stems from their need for security. The work they tend to
do is designed to accumulate a totally safe and secure financial setup that lasts for
generations. That goal is sometimes missed, however. The reason for this is their
complete unwillingness to take a chance.
Famous Virgo/Rabbit: Ingrid Bergman, Jack Lange, Memphis Slim.

